
The dual cab ute with roof top tent gives you the convenience of a conventional vehicle with
the option to set up camp whenever you need. This vehicle not only comes with a roof tent and

awning, it also has a fridge and gas cooker stored in the back.
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Height              
Length            
Width                                  
Transmission           
Engine type             
Fuel Capacity          
Fuel Consumption   
child anchor points
bed in tent
capacity when driving
capacity when sleeping
Dual Airbags

3100mm (when extended)
5200mm 
1980mm
Automatic
Diesel
75 litres
Approx 11L per 100km
1
1900 x 1400mm
5 people
2 people

Audio - am/fm/usb
air-conditioning in drivers cabin
Remote central locking
Portable Fridge 
External awning
Dinette Table
Storage section at rear of vehicle
Washing up facility 
3x gas Hotplates
gas capacity (1x 2kg bottle)
cruise control
power steering

The dual cab ute with roof top tent gives you the convenience of a conventional vehicle with the option to set up camp whenever
you need.  This vehicle not only comes with a roof tent and awning, it also has a fridge and gas cooker stored in the back.
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The best roof top tent creates extra space inside your vehicle. Think about how much room is taken up with
traditional tents and bedding... and think what you could do with that extra space? It may mean being able to take

an extra person on your next trip. While your friends are dealing with the ropes, pegs and poles of traditional
tents, your James Baroud rooftop tent is open and ready to use in less than 10 seconds. It just doesn't get any

easier. Sleeping elevated away from rough ground on a comfortable foam mattress, screened from biting insects
and unwanted pests, your cosy sleeping space is thoroughly waterproof, wind tested to 120 KM/hour and well

ventilated. Fantastic for a weekend away fishing, surfing safari or an extended touring holiday.
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More inclusions listed on our website.
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